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Magnetic reconnection with various plasmaβ (the ratio of plasma pressure to the
magnetic pressure) is studied using a 2.5 dimensional Hall magnetohydrodynamics
(MHD) code developed from a multi-step implicit scheme. The initial state of the Hall
MHD simulation is an equilibrium Harris sheet with a zero guide field (i.e.By0=0 at
t=0). Driven by a constant boundary inflow a quasi–steady fast reconnection occurs
in the plasma with a low uniform resistivity. The reconnection rate∂A/∂t|st in the
quasi–steady state is in the range of 0.15> ∂A/∂t|st >0.095 for the cases with plasma
β ranging 0.5< β <6.5.

In this report, the waves in the Hall MHD reconnection are investigated: The time
series of the out-of-plane magnetic field By and the velocity components Vx, Vz in
the (x, z) plane at the given points are transferred into the power spectrums by the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) for the cases with various plasmaβ. The results indicate that
the frequencies of the By, Vx, Vz power spectrums are in the range ofωci < ω <8ωci

whereωci is the proton cyclotron frequency. A shift of low frequency and the energy
reduction in the power spectrum can be found as the plasmaβ increases.

Using the Minimum Variance Analysis (MVA) onE, the propagation directions of
the waves are determined. The anglesα between the wave vectorK and the local
magnetic fieldB are as follows:α <5o for case1 (β=0.5),α <20o for case2 (β=2.5)
andα <28o for case3 (β=6.5). It means thatK is approximately parallel toB even
thoughα increases with increasingβ. In order to investigate the polarized features
of waves the eigenvectors of electric fieldE are determined by MVA method and
the hodographs ofE eigenvectors are plotted in the plane perpendicular to the wave
vectorK . The hodographs for all three cases illustrate a right-hand circularly polarized
feature. In case1 withβ=0.5, it is a right-hand elliptical polarized, but in case2 (β=2.5)
and case3 (β=6.5) the hodographs become a complicated right-hand circulation.

Such wave behaviors are the signatures of whistler wave, and so the present work
might provide a link between the fast reconnection rate and whistler wave.
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